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Our ref: PH:13/003 
Your ref: C2012/840 
 
14 March 2013 
 
 
Ms Imogen Hartcher-O’Brien 
Director 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
Canberra ACT 2601  
 
By Email: Imogen.Hartcher-O'Brien@accc.gov.au 
 
Dear Imogen 
 
Narta International Pty Ltd Authorisation Application A91335  
 
I refer to our teleconference of 5 March 2013 and subsequent e-mail from your Jasmine Tan.  
The following is my client’s response to the matters raised: 
 
MAP 
 
1.1. I have sought further instructions from my client and can confirm that the MAP is 

intended to be a ‘minimum’ advertising price only.  That is, members will have 
discretion to advertise a price at or above any MAP set by Narta.  This means that the 
proposed amendments to clause 5.8 of the Member Code of Conduct as notified in the 
Form B lodged should read: 

 
 ‘When advertising the price of goods purchased under a Narta initiated 
collective purchase for Beko branded electrical products, new release or 
premium electrical goods, and exclusive models of electrical goods, you agree 
not advertise at any price less than to use only the any minimum advertising 
price as may be specified by Narta for those goods from time to time.  The 
selling price of those goods remains completely at the individual member’s 
discretion’ 

 
1.1. Please also note that we have deleted the reference to ‘premium’ electrical goods in an 

acknowledgment of the Commission’s concerns regards the potential scope of the 
conduct.  Narta’s focus is upon being able to negotiate access to exclusive model 
ranges, new products on release, and to maintain exclusivity for BEKO branded 
product.   

 
1.2. Narta intends that the MAP is a genuine floor advertising price.  It will not be linked to 

manufacturer’s RRP and will be set based upon current market conditions.   Obviously 
it must be an attractive price to consumers in order to be effective in promoting 
members’ businesses and maximise sales volume.  It will also need to be adjusted 
from time to time to reflect changes in market conditions.  It may also vary from region 
to region, once again to reflect local market considerations.  It will therefore not be a 
static or fixed amount and will be set to meet competition in the relevant market, or a 
sub-market.   
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Interaction between bricks and mortar retailing and online retailing 
 
2.1. Please find attached a further comparison of advertising prices (‘off-line’ and ‘on-line) 

provided by CMS for each month of 2012 for the top ten products by that month as 
identified by GfK.  You will note that, while this varies month to month, the ‘off-line’ 
advertised price is commonly the lower price.  We submit that this adds further weight 
to our submission of 1 March 2013 that the Draft Determination is in error when it 
states: 

 
a) the on-line advertising price, which is often lower than the bricks and mortar 

advertising price, may be used as a Reference Price for sales at bricks and 
mortar retailers.’ (Para. 80). 

 
2.2. We also refer to the Draft Determination’s statement at paragraph 75(c)) that the MAP 

will ‘…disadvantage online Narta retailers who do not discount from advertising prices 
[…] and reduce the competitive constraint that they impose on other Narta retailers.’  
Please note that there are no Narta members who are purely online.  Narta members 
can be divided into two categories: 

 

• Those that operate on-line under the same trading name as their bricks and 
mortar stores (e.g. David Jones, Bing Lee, JB HiFi,); and 

• Those that trade under a distinct name, but still operate as part of a brick and 
mortar business (e.g. Appliances On-line/Big Brown Box owned by Winnings, 
‘Price Pirate’ and ‘Cheapbargains.com.au’ owned by Betta Electrical; ‘The 
Electrical Discounter’ owned by BuyRite and ‘Savvyappliances.com.au’, owned 
by Seconds World.  

2.3. In the case of the Narta members that operate under the same trading name both ‘on’ 
and ‘off’ line, it should also be noted that their on-line and off-line advertising prices 
usually the same. JB HiFi’s website is an example of this, where the store web-site 
gives the option of going to the ‘on-line store’ to purchase the promoted products.  A 
member having a separate trading name for their on-line offering obviously gives them 
the capacity to have distinct pricing, but it does not follow that those prices are 
necessarily lower than their ‘bricks and mortar’ advertising of the same product.  
 

2.4. Narta member’s online businesses are operated to complement the member’s total 
business and do not play the role that is postulated in the Draft Determination.  This is 
recognised in the attached article where the CEO the Winnings CTO states: ‘We want 
the online and offline experience to merge.’  Narta therefore repeats its prior 
submission that on-line selling of electrical goods is not a distinct and primary 
generator of competitive tension in this market.   
 

2.5. The Commission should also note that many major suppliers include in their trading 
terms a condition that the customer must have a ‘brick and mortar’ presence in the 
market.  This means that any ‘pure’ on-line sellers of electrical goods are commonly 
offering parallel imported product, no name or home brand product, or only have a 
limited range.  ‘Kogan.com.au’ is an example of such an on-line retailer, where the 
products offered are commonly branded ‘Kogan’.   
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On-line negotiation 
 
3.1. As noted Narta disagrees with the Commission’s statement in the Draft Determination 

that ‘Selling prices offered through on-line retailers are rarely negotiated’.  Its reasons 
for disputing this finding are: 

 
a) The conclusion fails to recognise that on-line and bricks and mortar may be 2 

faces of the same retailer.  Where the on-line business and brick & mortar 
businesses operate under the same trading name the on-line advertised price of 
goods offered will usually be identical and may be complemented by an online 
version of the retailer’s ‘bricks and mortar’ current catalogue.  To a great extent 
the on-line presence of such retailers is a feeder to their bricks and mortar 
outlets and some retailers may even expressly state “Come in-store for the best 
price’ (Winnings appliances quoted in attached article).   

b) Negotiation is not a process that is limited face to face or verbal conferring on 
price.  Negotiation is a two way communication and may or may not end in a sale 
(agreement).  

c) A retailer makes an initial offer to sell a product by advertising that product, 
regardless of the media.  A person wished to purchase that product can respond 
to that offer in a number of ways, all of which can be seem as constituting or 
concluding a ‘negotiation’.  These responses can include: 

i) clicking to basket’ and buying at the advertised price; 

ii) visiting a bricks and mortar store to negotiate a lower price in person; 

iii) ringing the (usually toll free) number that is prominently displayed on most 
on-line retailers websites and negotiating a lower price “Call us now – we 
are here!” (Appliances On-Line); “Questions? Ring us” (Price Pirate) 
‘Speak to our friendly service team today’ (Cheapbargains.com.au), ‘Need 
Help? Call 1300…’ (Savvy appliances.com.au; 

iv) e-mail or use on-line blogs to seek a lower price. ‘Live Chat Online’ (Bing 
Lee); ‘Chat now’ (Harvey Norman); ‘The Good Blog’ (The Good Guys).  

3.2. A retailer can also initiate further contact, or an improved price offer.  An example of 
this includes the various special or ‘Hot deal’ offers that are common to on-line retailers 
websites, but also includes specific discount offers such as ‘Save 2% Now – Learn 
How’ (Price Pirate), which has a link that gives a promotional discount code to apply if 
paying by bank transfer, or “Like us on Facebook for ‘fan’ discounts’ (Appliances On-
line).  
 

3.3. A retailer may use various approaches to seek that the customer provides contact 
details to enable it to make more targeted offers. “Like Us on Facebook’ (Appliances 
Online); ‘Join our mailing list to access our secret treasure’ (Price Pirate); ‘Join the 
Kogan community for exclusive access to even more deals, specials and competitions 
by Liking us on Facebook and Following us ‘; Subscribe & Save (to our Newsletter) 
(Savvyappliances.com.au).  Most such online sites now have a ‘get connected’ offer 
which is linked to various types of social media. 
 

3.4. In addition some on-line retailers have web tools that detect when a customer does not 
complete a purchase and can respond with an improved price or discount offer at a 
later date.  [See attached article ‘ Winnings CTO Talks Online Cannibalization & why 
‘Conversations’ are vital’]  
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3.5. In our submission this activity all forms part of the ‘negotiation’ of price for a promoted 

product and, as noted previously, does result in a level of discounting even of a ‘pure’ 
on-line sales transaction. 

 
Narta Membership Criteria 
 
4.1. Clause 8 of the confidential Narta Code of Conduct provided to the Commission 

contains the current requirements for Narta membership.  Substantially these relate to 
the prospective members having the financial credentials to meet the member 
obligations outlined in the Code and to meet supplier’s credit expectations.   

 
4.2. As discussed, Narta has recently arranged for former Retravision members businesses 

to join an existing member buying group, specifically the BSR Group (Betta Electrical).  
This was in order to provide the benefits of Narta’s competitive supply terms to 
businesses that otherwise did not meet the financial thresholds for Narta membership. 

 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Paul Holm 
Director 
 
Direct Line: 02 9261 2702 
Email: prh@anzarut.com.au 
 

Encl 










